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PETROLEUM MEASURDlENl': SOME EXPERIENCES AND PROGRESS
G PAUL-CLARK, I.S.O

Natural gas and associated condensate was first licensed to come ashore in the
SOuthern Basin of the North sea from the West Sole field in october 1965. To
some extent these were considered as secondary products in anticipation of oil
being discovered. Accurate measurement and aceeptability of quantities were
considered burdensome requirements and early discussions appear to have been
concerned with explaining the Departments involvement under the Regulations
and the establishing standards and procedures to be applied in fiscal
measurement. FUrther discoveries off the NOrfolk coast ,soon followed and
British Gas decided, in 1966, to convert the whole of Britain to the direct
useage of natural gas and to develop an integrated transmission system from
the coastal terminals to areas of demand.

Model clauses under the Petroleum and SUbmarine Pipe Lines Act and the
Petroleum Production Act, 1934, require that a licencee, among other things,
measure or weigh the petroleum by a method or methods customarily used in good
oil field practice and from time to time approved by the Minister.
Measurement is required for fiscal and reservoir engineering purposes that are
concerned with economic recovering and conservation of the country's natural
resources.

Petroleum production licenses are granted on behalf of the secretary of State
at an early stage and these include details of the principle of measurement
and the requirements to produce dossiers giving details of the measurement
system, their location in the measurement chain and the calibration and
verification procedures for maintaining accuracy in service. GOMB analyses
these dossiers when submitted to assess the equipment proposed, the method of
calculations used and the accuracy and uncertainty attainable in measurement.
The Branch attends various factory acceptance tests of meters and secondary
instrumentation, commisioning tests after installation and then witnesses
routine calibrations of the equipment in service to ensure that meters are
operating to agreed standards. The main specification for measurment was that
it should be carried out to the highest accuracy attainable in practical
application.
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'nIe large gas quantities at high pressure dictated tM use of sharp-ed;3ed
: ,orifice fileters witn parallel !Streams, multi-ranged differential pressure

~.c "-. transducers ar.dClifferentiel pressure transducers and different orifice, plates ..
- to cover a rarge -of n<¥l. 'In-hOuse fuel and ccmpressor CJllSUl1lptiCX\S were a .,

snaIl prop:!rtion of the total flow and some relaxatioo of tolerances were
'pe!mitted. 'test ,facilitiM for. direct calibration o£ the orifice meters were

2- ':, ret 'available in th-e early days and the design, installation and ~ration of
the meters wertScontrolled aooording to agreed specifications frm British
standards, ISO and 1Q. !io'hichimp)sed limitations within the range of

parameters gi'l9!1 in these standards, for example the p ratio was restricted
" . - ee 0.6' and the maximum tleynolds number was 3.3 x 107 etc. Not a very pop.l1ar

Set of specifications but all \lers selected to reduce the uncertainty of

measurement. Besides. auditors were p::iinting out that small errors, e;J. O.3OC
in -tert'lperatuce ll)I>..a8Ul'enentgave approximately O.It error in flow Which could
,result 'in a loss, or gain, in excess of one million poonas over a period;
.O.007~'&rror on the' computer becaUSE of software differences was a systematic
,bi~s, etc.

Essential differeI'c:es between the three standards mentioned aboVe, particularly
those concerned with developing the flow profile in the meter tubes,
~imensions of pressure tat=Pings, eccentricity of the orifice plate fitting,
etc., created same difficulties and pointed to the necessity of additional
practical Io1Orkbeing done in order to revise and unify tile standards.
BIlppily, considerable ~rlt has been done ane! I note that It paper is being
given in the 5th session on the further delfelopnent of ~ations.
Dlstallation effects on meters have also received considerable attention and a
oonrerence held as recently as ~sterday at the National Engineering
Laboratory has rer:orted en scme of that work. 'll1ese Io1OrltShopshave served as _
.. useful forum for r~rting on various stages of develop!lents. •

;;le'lelopnent of secondary instruments has also kept abreast and the uncertainty
.:>f differrotial pressure transducers has decreased fran 0.5% to 0.1% for
transducers with intelligent electronics, ie., with temperature CCIII~tion
and l1nearisation etc. It ~ld be helpful hoWver if uncertainties could be
definod an actual readings and not full ~le, as 1s general. 'ltlis will
enable an 1ncreaae in ~e rangeability of the meter and a possible redaction
in the n\l!1ber of transducers tnat are required. Investigations of the
performance and calibration of density systE!!TIS l!ave been carried out and
reported on in these ~rkshops. Internal inspection of meter tubes and

or1f1ce plates in their field installations is possible and small voluoe _
displacement provers for in-situ calibrations of ~s meters is a feasibility. ~
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'.the exploitation of marginal fields and the 9rM~ rressure .eo cut -eeses in
the developnent of such fields a~e pointi~ to the r~irE!1lel'lt for multi-phase
transportation of h~rocarbon and possibly the measurenent. of multi-phase
streams. 'lbe measurement of such streams awars to be too variable for fixed
!lleASuranent purposes and preliminary separation of. the p..'1ases:to obtain single
~ase hcmogenous streams for separate measurement it; necessary .. ·'].bre-epapers
in the 3rd session deal with sane developnents in this subject and ·;'t~d be
interesting to mark the pro;ress of such measur.E!!lents.;. ,;.

A new generation of meters based on ultrasonics, CoriC'lis and ot.'1er types of
mass measurenent are appeariD3 and bei~ proposed for fiscal measure-oent of
hydrocarbons. '1'wo essential problens arise in. such a~l1cations; viz~l:he lack
of data regarding the field performance of tl'}ese rnet~r$ and thP. need to
calibrate these meters in service. A number of paper& in this ~rkshop appear
to address these problens and the "dilnen.<;ional~ or "dry" calibration of
ultrasonic meters is bei~ investigated. 'lhe maintenance of accurac:y'.~

service may still be dependent on renoYing the meter and replacing it with a
certified one and sendi~ the one removed to a central calibration facility.
Installing these meters in series with prilllary meters would add to the data

required to establish the requirements for a ~thod or methodl: used in good
oil-field practice~.

Qlming to the subject of field calibrations and the maintenance and accuracy
in service, it is interestiD3 to note that ()lality Assurance and Control
techniques are being lDOregenerally applied. Registration to various Q,Jality
Assurance standards is generally an indication that products/EGllipnent canply
with teoogllisecl and relevant standards, canponents and product assessment are
caried out, procedures are docunented and carried out under establistM>d QC

systE!!lS, personnel, etc. self certification and mutual reoogJlisation of
standards, saJTq)lingtechniques, etc, are becaning familiar jargon. In this
oontext, inspectorate procedures in qeneral now appear to be developing in
the direction of placing very much greater reliance on suppliers, manufacturers
and operators if they register with the National or International authorities
~li!l9 with Olality Assurance, in the OK case, for example to as 5750. SUch,
Slppliers, manufacturers and operators must then abiM by the detailed

requirements of these formal ~ systens, which I'IllSt clearly give any purchaser
or indeed any inspection authority much rrore confidence.

'nle objective, as always, is to measure to the highest practical accuracy
attainable with the application of new technology as soon as it is proved.
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